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ABSTRACT Light-emitting diode fluorescence microscopy (LED-FM) is recommended by the World
Health Organization to replace conventional Ziehl–Neelsen microscopy for pulmonary tuberculosis
diagnosis. Uptake of LED-FM has been slow. One reason is its reported loss of specificity compared with
Ziehl–Neelsen microscopy. We aimed to determine the diagnostic accuracy of LED-FM for tuberculosis
detection and explore potential factors that might affect its performance.

A comprehensive search strategy based on pre-specified criteria was employed to identify eligible studies
between January 1, 2000 and April 1, 2014 in 11 databases. Standardised study selection, data extraction
and quality assessment were conducted. Pooled sensitivity and specificity of LED-FM using culture as the
reference standard were estimated through meta-analyses using a bivariate random-effects model.
Investigation of heterogeneity was performed by subgroup analyses.

We identified 12 unique studies, half of which were from peripheral healthcare facilities. LED-FM achieved
a pooled sensitivity of 66.9% (95% CI 60.5–72.7%) and pooled specificity of 96.8% (95% CI 93.1–98.6%).
A pooled sensitivity of 53.0% (95% CI 42.8–63.0%) and pooled specificity of 96.1% (95% CI 86.0–99.0%)
were obtained by LED-FM among HIV-infected patients. Study methodology factors and differences in the
LED-FM procedure or device could also affect the performance.

LED-FM specificity is high and should not be a barrier to device introduction, particularly among
peripheral healthcare settings where this technology is meant to be used. Sensitivity is reduced in HIV-
infected patients.
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Introduction
An estimated 9 million new patients developed tuberculosis (TB) in 2013, while globally there were an
estimated 11 million prevalent TB cases [1]. As around one-third of TB cases are thought to be undetected
[2], early, rapid and accurate diagnosis of TB is crucial in lowering the global burden of the disease.

Despite the effort to roll out the Xpert MTB/RIF assay for TB diagnosis, smear microscopy remains the
cornerstone frontline diagnostic test in the majority of primary health centres among countries with a
high burden and limited resources. Based on its increased sensitivity and reduced reading time compared
with conventional Ziehl–Neelsen (ZN) light microscopy, the World Health Organization (WHO)
recommended the introduction of light-emitting diode fluorescence microscopy (LED-FM) as an
alternative to ZN microscopy in both high- and low-volume laboratories [3]. The WHO recommendation
was mostly based on results from accuracy studies in reference or research laboratory centres presented in
a meta-analysis conducted by MINION et al. [4] in 2009. However, in 2013, only 6% of microscopy centres
had reportedly switched to LED-FM [1]. One barrier to the uptake of LED-FM is a shared concern,
among technologists, of LED-FM’s lower specificity [5–7] compared with ZN microscopy and the lack of
clear quality control procedures.

Here, we provide an updated systematic review of LED-FM diagnostic accuracy of pulmonary TB detection
with the addition of studies that assessed LED-FM performance at the microscopy laboratory level in
limited-resource countries, where this technology is meant to be used. We aimed to determine the
diagnostic accuracy of LED-FM from sputum specimens using culture as the reference standard and
explore potential factors that might affect its performance, particularly the reduced specificity of LED-FM
observed in the past literature [5–7].

Methods
Search strategy and selection criteria
Our review included only primary studies that assessed the diagnostic accuracy of LED-FM for detecting
pulmonary TB from unprocessed sputum specimens of adults. Studies using LED-FM with additional
digital manipulation devices, such as CellScope (CellScope, San Francisco, CA, USA), were excluded. The
studies included must have compared LED-FM with a reference standard using sputum culture. We
searched for all types of study designs from which we could extract data to populate a diagnostic 2×2 table.
We excluded any patients, or sputum specimens of patients, who had been on treatment for pulmonary
TB as well as studies in which results from diagnostic and follow-up specimens could not be differentiated.

We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, BIOSIS, DARE, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, PROSPERO,
Health and Technology Assessment, WHO International Clinical Trial Registry platform, Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials, metaRegister of Controlled Trials, and Cochrane Infectious Disease Group
Specialized Register to identify all relevant studies dated from January 1, 2000 up to April 1, 2014 in English,
French and Chinese, regardless of publication status. The search terms are listed in the online supplementary
material. All electronic searches were performed between March 18 and April 2, 2014. In addition, we
reviewed reference lists, conducted citation tracking of all included articles, and hand-searched reports
produced by WHO, the Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases on LED-FM and
FIND. We also contacted experts in the field of TB diagnosis to identify more relevant studies.

Data extraction
The three review authors collectively conducted double and independent screening of study titles and
abstracts of the accumulated citations of relevance. Full-text articles of potentially eligible studies were first
assessed by E.W.C. Preliminarily exclusions were reviewed and validated by A.-L.P. Discrepancies in
preliminary full-text review were resolved through discussion with M.B. All three review authors
performed independent full-text review of the remaining eligible studies. Final study selection was
confirmed by consensus.

A standardised data extraction form (see online supplementary material), including a modified version of
the latest QUADAS quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy studies tool [8], was finalised after piloting
on four studies. The three review authors abstracted data and assessed risk of bias of the included studies.
Discrepancies were resolved through discussion. Study authors were contacted for missing data and further
clarifications if required. Extracted data were entered into Microsoft Excel for analysis.

Statistical analysis
We tabulated true positives, false positives, false negatives and true negatives by study, including those
yielded from subgroup analyses on HIV-infected patients and/or different LED-FM systems, to construct
the 2×2 contingency tables. Enrolled participants who had missing, contaminated or nontuberculous
mycobacteria culture results were excluded from the diagnostic accuracy analyses. We used Review
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Manager 5.2 [9] to generate forest plots and display the calculated sensitivity and specificity with 95%
confidence intervals by study. If applicable, summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) curves with
95% confidence and prediction regions by subgroup were also generated. The hierarchical bivariate
models, which recognised the correlation between sensitivity and specificity and included a random-effects
term to account for both within and between study variances, were fitted to generate summary estimates
directly. We used the user-written program “metandi” in Stata 12 [10] to pool accuracy measures. We
followed the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Diagnostic Test Accuracy to assess expected
heterogeneity [11]. Our pre-specified variables for subgroup analyses included: HIV status of patients,
clinical setting of studies (primary health clinics or district hospitals versus research or referral centres),
laboratory setting of studies (microscopy laboratory versus research or reference laboratory), type of culture
media (solid, liquid or both), method of reference standards (culture applied to more than one specimen
per participant versus only one specimen), microscope magnification levels (×400 or ×200) and type of
LED-FM devices. Bivariate models failed to converge when there were fewer than four studies available for
the subgroup analysis [11]. In such cases, we analysed the SROC visually [11]. Studies with multiple sites
under the same study protocol were pooled directly as one single study in the meta-analysis. With regard
to studies that evaluated multiple LED-FM systems on the same group of participants, we included data
from only one LED-FM system for the meta-analysis in order to avoid bias caused by counting the same
subjects more than once [12]. The LED-FM system most commonly used among our included studies in
the meta-analysis was selected to minimise heterogeneity between studies.

Results
Study selection and characteristics
We identified 381 citations, of which 59 were eligible for full-text review (figure 1). 12 articles [13–24],
reporting 12 independent studies, were included in the meta-analysis. One study [15] had two different
patient groups (group 1: unlikely HIV-infected; group 2: HIV-infected) with separately analysed data. We
considered these two patient groups to be independent in the meta-analysis.

The 12 prospective studies [13–24] were conducted across 11 countries and assessed six commercial
LED-FM systems (table 1). All studies were located in middle- or low-income countries [25] and 11
recruited sites in WHO-recognised, high-TB-burden countries [1]. TB incidence rates per 100000
population ranged from 48 (Yemen) to 860 (South Africa) [1]. More than half of the studies had unclear
risk of bias in the domains of patient selection and reference standard due to missing report of patient
sampling method, exclusion criteria and indication of blinded interpretation of reference standard results
(see online supplementary material).

Overall accuracy analysis
A total of 6256 participants, out of 7451 enrolled subjects, from the 13 study groups were included in the
diagnostic accuracy analyses. Study-specific sensitivities varied from 40% to 83%, while specificities varied
from 82% to 100% (figure 2). The pooled sensitivity and specificity of LED-FM were 66.9% (95% CI 60.5–
72.7%) and 96.8% (95% CI 93.1–98.6%), respectively. The expanded prediction region on the SROC plot
indicated a high level of heterogeneity observed among the included studies (figure 3) [11].

Subgroup accuracy analysis
Subgroup accuracy analysis is presented in table 2 and the online supplementary material. Pooled
estimates were not generated for HIV-uninfected patients as there were fewer than four studies. SROC
indicated higher diagnostic accuracy of LED-FM from the two study groups [15, 16] of HIV-negative
patients compared with expansive variability in both sensitivity and specificity estimates among studies
with HIV-infected subjects (see online supplementary material).

In terms of study settings, the studies that were conducted at lower-level health facilities (district or
primary healthcare), which represented half of the studies, had a high pooled specificity of 98.1% (table 2).
SROCs showed a visible influence of clinical settings on the diagnostic accuracy of LED-FM and a higher
variability in sensitivity associated with research/referral hospitals (see online supplementary material).
However, minimal impact of laboratory settings on the diagnostic performance of LED-FM was observed
from SROCs (see online supplementary material).

The bivariate models failed to converge in subgroup analyses of different culture media. Nonetheless, SROC
plots suggested that liquid culture reference standard was associated with higher diagnostic accuracy of
LED-FM (see online supplementary material). Studies using culture on one specimen (n=7) [14–17, 19, 22,
23] had a lower pooled specificity (94.7%) and a higher sensitivity (70.0%) compared with studies using more
than one specimen (n=6) [13, 15, 18, 20, 21, 24] (98.5% and 61.1%, respectively), although the differences
were not statistically significant. SROC plots suggested that culture reference based on more than one
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specimen improved the diagnostic accuracy of LED-FM, although associated with increasing heterogeneity in
both sensitivity and specificity estimates of the LED-FM (see online supplementary material).

The included studies covered all commercially available LED-FM systems. Lumin™ (LW Scientific,
Lawrenceville, GA, USA), evaluated in five studies [13, 18, 20–22], was the most commonly used device
and displayed the best diagnostic performance on the SROC plots (see online supplementary material).
Performance evaluations of all the other devices were based on fewer than four studies. Nevertheless, all
three evaluations of CyScope® (Partec, Görlitz, Germany) [15, 17] reported low performance as compared
with the other devices. Pooled performance estimates were only yielded from studies using ×400
magnification [13–15, 18, 20, 22, 23]. The pooled sensitivity of using ×400 magnification (68.3%) was
close to the best sensitivity achieved by the three studies using ×200 magnification (69.0%) [16, 17, 21],
but the pooled specificity of ×400 magnification (95.0%) only equalled the lowest specificity among studies
using ×200 magnification (table 2). The SROC plots showed that ×200 magnification allowed the best
LED-FM performance (see online supplementary material).

Only one study [18], conducted at a national reference laboratory, confirmed sufficient prior fluorescence
microscopy reader experience so that no additional training was required. Seven studies reported provision
of training of various length [13, 14, 16, 19–21, 23], but training provision did not consistently translate
into better LED-FM performance accuracy (data not shown).

47 full-text articles   

  excluded with reasons:

  Not LED-FM: 13

  Not direct smears: 13

  Not PTB suspects only: 8

  No reference standard: 4

  Editorial or comment: 3

  Not applicable to review

    question: 2

  Failed participant

    criteria: 1

  No data for 2×2 table: 1

  Abstract only: 1

  Missing information: 1

226 records excluded with

  reasons:

  Not LED-FM: 30

  Not direct smears: 5

  Not PTB suspects: 14

  No reference standard: 3

  Editorial or comment: 25

  Not applicable to review

    question: 146

  No data for 2×2 table: 3

356 records

identified through

database

searching

285 records after 

duplicates removed

285 records

screened

59 full-text articles 

assessed for 

eligibility

12 articles included

in qualitative 

synthesis and 

meta-analysis

25 additional 

records identified 

through other 

sources

FIGURE 1 Study selection diagram.
LED-FM: light-emitting diode
fluorescence microscopy; PTB:
pulmonary tuberculosis.
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of included studies

Study [ref.] Study design Subjects n Country Settings# HIV
status

Reference
standard¶

Specimens
used for
culture n

Magnification LED
device

Scanty
smears %

Specificity % Sensitivity %

ALBERT 2013 [13] Cross-sectional 355 patients
(627

specimens)

Uganda Research/referral
hospital;

research/referral
laboratory

HIV+ LJ and MGIT >1 ×400 iLED
Lumin
AFTER

iLED: 17
Lumin: 19
AFTER: 23

iLED: 89
Lumin: 88
AFTER: 91

iLED: 44
Lumin: 40
AFTER: 32

BHALLA 2013 [14] Cross-sectional 200 specimens India Research/referral
hospital;

research/referral
laboratory

Unclear LJ 1 ×400 Unclear Unclear 82 83

CHAIDIR 2013 [15] Cross-sectional 790 patients Indonesia Research/referral
hospital; research/
referral laboratory

HIV+ and
HIV–

groups

Ogawa HIV–: 1
HIV+: >1

×400 CyScope HIV+: 73
HIV–: unclear

HIV+: 90
HIV–: 90

HIV+: 65
HIV–: 75

SUN 2013 [16] Cross-sectional 1205
specimens

China Primary healthcare;
peripheral laboratory

HIV+ MGIT 1 ×200 iLED
Paralens

25 iLED: 98
Paralens: 98

iLED: 61
Paralens: 61

LI 2012 [17] Laboratory
study

106 specimens China Primary healthcare;
peripheral laboratory

Unclear LJ and MGIT 1 ×200 CyScope Unclear LJ: 95
(MGIT: 93)

LJ: 69
(MGIT: 60)

CATTAMANCHI 2011 [18] Cross-sectional 492 patients Uganda Research/referral
hospital; research/
referral laboratory

Mixed LJ and MGIT >1 ×400 Lumin Unclear 97
HIV+: 97

63
HIV+: 60

CUEVAS 2011 [19] Cross-sectional 2445 patients Ethiopia,
Nepal, Nigeria,

Yemen

Primary healthcare;
peripheral laboratory

Mixed LJ 1 ×200 then
×400

Lumin or
Paralens

21 91 73

REED 2011 [20] Cross-sectional 409 patients Ethiopia Research/referral
hospital; research/
referral laboratory

Mixed LJ >1 ×400 Lumin Unclear 99 76

WHITELAW 2011 [21] Cross-sectional 647 specimens South Africa Primary healthcare;
research/referral

laboratory

Mixed MGIT >1 ×200 Lumin 2.3 100
(HIV+: 100)

52
(HIV+: 46)

ALBERT 2010 [22] Cross-sectional 193 specimens Uganda Research/referral
hospital; research/
referral laboratory

Unclear LJ and MGIT 1 ×400 iLED
Lumin
AFTER

iLED: 16
Lumin: 19
AFTER: 16

iLED: 99
Lumin: 99
AFTER: 95

iLED: 70
Lumin: 68
AFTER: 72

BONNET 2010 [23] Cross-sectional 509 patients Kenya Primary healthcare;
peripheral laboratory

Mixed LJ 1 ×400 FluoLED 31 2/3 smears: 97 2/3 smears: 72

VERWEIJ 2010 [24] Cross-sectional 100 patients Zambia Primary healthcare;
research/referral

laboratory

Mixed MGIT and
PCR

>1 Unknown Unclear Unclear 100 71

LJ: Löwenstein–Jensen medium; MGIT: mycobacteria growth indicator tube. #: primary healthcare settings include primary health clinic and/or district hospitals; ¶: none of the included
studies that used solid culture medium as the reference standard were done on two solid cultures.
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Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this systematic review on the diagnostic accuracy of LED-FM for pulmonary
TB detection is the first to be published in a peer-reviewed journal and the most up-to-date review
conducted following the WHO’s recommendation in 2011 [3]. Our reported sensitivity (66.9%) was much
lower than that quoted in the WHO policy statement (83.6%) [3] based on the systematic review
performed by MINION et al. [4], while the pooled specificity was similar (96.8% versus 98.2%).

Two major factors might explain the lower sensitivity in our review. First, in contrast to MINION et al. [4],
we excluded studies using processed specimen (bleach sedimentation or centrifugation). Despite its
potential to increase the sensitivity of microscopy, specimen processing before microscopy is not
recommended by the WHO due to insufficient generalisable evidence [26]. Second, half of our review data
were derived from primary health clinics and district hospitals, whereas the meta-analysis by MINION et al.
[4] used mostly studies from research centres and referral hospitals. As suggested by our subgroup
analyses, the sensitivity of LED-FM tended to be lower at primary healthcare settings than at referral
hospitals, possibly due to the fact that patients at referral hospitals had more advanced disease. As a result,
our findings might better reflect the diagnostic performance of LED-FM closer to the operational level,
where this technology is aimed to be utilised.

As expected, sensitivity was lower in the HIV-infected population due to the higher occurrence of
paucibacillary TB in this population and the difficulties in obtaining good quality sputum specimens in

Study [ref.] TP FP FN TN Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity  (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity  (95% CI)

VERWEIJ 2010 [24]

WHITELAW 2011 [21]

ALBERT 2010 Lumin [22]

REED 2011 [20]

SUN 2013 Paralens [16]

BONNET 2011 [23]

CATTAMANCHI 2011 [18]

LI 2012 [17]

CUEVAS 2011 [19]

CHAIDIR 2013 group 2 [15]

CHAIDIR 2013 group 1 [15]

ALBERT  2013 Lumin [13]

BHALLA 2013 [14]

12

84

36

81

355

67

146

29

385

45

40

44

57

0

0

1

3

13

8

8

3

166

18

35

28

22

5

77

17

25

223

26

85

13

144

24

13

66

12

70

456

126

286

592

288

221

58

1660

169

316

209

101

0.71 (0.44–0.90)

0.52 (0.44–0.60)

0.68 (0.54–0.80)

0.76 (0.67–0.84)

0.61 (0.57–0.65)

0.72 (0.62–0.81)

0.63 (0.57–0.69)

0.69 (0.53–0.82)

0.73 (0.69–0.77)

0.65 (0.53–0.76)

0.75 (0.62–0.86)

0.40 (0.31–0.50)

0.83 (0.72–0.91)

1.00 (0.95–1.00)

1.00 (0.99–1.00)

0.99 (0.96–1.00)

0.99 (0.97–1.00)

0.98 (0.96–0.99)

0.97 (0.95–0.99)

0.97 (0.93–0.98)

0.95 (0.86–0.99)

0.91 (0.89–0.92)

0.90 (0.85–0.94)

0.90 (0.86–0.93)

0.88 (0.83–0.92)

0.82 (0.74–0.88)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FIGURE 2 Forest plots of light-emitting diode fluorescence microscopy diagnostic accuracy for pulmonary tuberculosis by study group. TP: true
positive; FP: false positive; FN: false negative; TN: true negative.
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FIGURE 3 Summary receiver
operating characteristic plot of
light-emitting diode fluorescence
microscopy diagnostic accuracy for
tuberculosis detection.
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cases of advanced HIV infection [27]. However, specificity remained high in the HIV-infected population,
as had been shown previously for ZN microscopy (96.1%) [28]. Significantly lower LED-FM sensitivity
and specificity were reported from one study that recruited only HIV-infected patients [13]. This study
took place in the context of an intensified TB case-finding strategy [13], which might have contributed to
an influx of TB suspects being tested at an earlier stage [29], thus driving up the proportion of low- or
very-low-positive sputum smears.

Although low specificity of LED-FM had been reported previously [5–7] and was thought to have had a
negative impact on the introduction of this technique, we found good pooled specificity. Common factors
hypothesised to influence specificity, such as prior reader experience and proportion of paucibacillary
samples within a population, could not be well assessed due to the lack of information even after
contacting the authors. However, the laboratory level had no impact in this review. Performance
assessment of different LED-FM devices was also difficult given the small number of study groups.
Nonetheless, our findings showed low performance of CyScope [15, 17]. They also supported the use of
the ×20 objective for the examination of florescent staining, which is in agreement with the recent Global
Laboratory Initiative proposal [30].

Study methodology, particularly the choice of reference standard, can influence performance estimates. A
reference standard with imperfect sensitivity itself can lead to an underestimated specificity and an
overestimated sensitivity of the tested diagnostic tool. Our review saw higher LED-FM specificity when
evaluated against liquid culture, the most sensitive culture media. CUEVAS et al. [19] and CHAIDIR et al. [15]
also reported that the lack of sensitivity of solid culture probably contributed to the low LED-FM
specificity, especially among patients with scanty smears. Studies that obtained culture from more than
one specimen showed higher LED-FM specificities in our review. Indeed, combining culture outcomes
from multiple sputum specimens per participant could improve the reference standard by reducing the
risk of false-negative reference results caused by the over-killing effects during the decontamination

TABLE 2 Subgroup analysis of pooled sensitivity and specificity

Subgroup [ref.] Study groups Pooled sensitivity Pooled specificity

Overall [13–24] 13 66.9 (60.5–72.7) 96.8 (93.1–98.6)
HIV status
HIV-positive patients [13, 15, 18, 21] 4 53.0 (42.8–63) 96.1 (86.0–99.0)
HIV-negative patients [15, 16] 2 61.0–75.0 90.0–98.0

Setting
Primary health clinic/district hospitals [16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24] 6 63.8 (57.3–69.9) 98.1 (94.3–99.4)
Research/referral hospitals [13–15, 18, 20, 22] 7 67.8 (57.5–76.7) 94.6 (88.0–97.6)
Peripheral laboratories [16, 17, 19, 23] 4 67.4 (62.1–72.3) 95.8 (92.2–97.8)
Research/reference laboratories [13–15, 18, 20–22, 24] 9 66.2 (57.0–74.3) 97.5 (91.4–99.3)

Culture
Solid [14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 23] 7 65.0–83.0 82.0–99.0
Liquid [16, 17, 21, 24] 4 52.0–71.0 93.0–100.0
Combined [13, 18, 22] 3 40.0–68.0 88.0–99.0

Reference culture
From 1 specimen only [14–17, 19, 22, 23] 7 70.0 (64.5–74.9) 94.7 (90.0–97.0)
From >1 specimen [13, 15, 18, 20, 21, 24] 6 61.1 (50.0–70.8) 98.5 (91.5–99.7)

Magnification
×400 [13–15, 18, 20, 22, 23] 8 68.3 (59.3–76.1) 95.0 (89.9–97.6)
×200 [16, 17, 21] 3 52.0–69.0 95.0–100
×200 then ×400 [19] 1 73.0 91.0

Scanty smears %
>20 [15, 16, 19, 23] 4 61.0–75.0 90.0–98.0
⩽20 [13, 21, 22] 3 40.0–68.0 88.0–100

LED device
iLED [13, 16, 22] 3 44.0–70.0 89.0–99.0
Lumin [13, 18, 20–22] 5 60.3 (48.0–71.0) 98.7 (94.0–99.7)
CyScope [15, 17] 3 65.0–75.0 90.0–95.0
AFTER [13, 22] 2 32.0–72.0 91.0–95.0
Paralens [16] 1 61.0 98.0
FluoLED [23] 1 72.0 97.0

Data are presented as n, % (95% CI) or range (if sensitivity/specificity failed to converge).
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process, even when using liquid culture. It could also reduce the selection bias resulting from the exclusion
of patients with contaminated culture results.

In the absence of any real gold standard for evaluation of TB diagnostic tests, this review mainly focused
on evaluations of LED-FM against culture, which is considered to be the optimal reference standard. We
only found one study that used an alternate reference standard combining culture and an expert panel
review of smear-positive, culture-negative results [31]. Future research on the assessment of LED-FM
against alternative reference standards could be of interest.

Our review has a number of limitations, including language restriction in the searches and inclusion of
studies with high heterogeneity in design, methodology and setting. Our investigation on sources of
heterogeneity through subgroup analyses was constrained by the small number of studies and missing
information for some of the analyses (training experience and proportion of scanty results).

Conclusion
This meta-analysis showed lower pooled LED-FM sensitivity than previously reported, but this probably
better reflects the performance of LED-FM at lower-level healthcare facilities where the device is aimed to
be used and where introduction of the Xpert MTB/RIF assay is more challenging. Although sensitivity
might not represent a major advantage over ZN microscopy, the device-associated reduction in laboratory
workload [3, 14, 15, 21, 23] remains a strong advantage in terms of cost-efficiency. LED-FM specificity is
overall high and should not be a barrier to device introduction in high-TB-burden and limited-resource
countries. Future studies should assess the diagnostic accuracy of LED-FM among HIV-infected
populations in the context of more intensified case-finding strategies. Studies should use optimised culture
reference standards including liquid culture on all specimens collected. Moreover, international
multicentre studies using the same study design rather than several independent studies should be
preferred in the future to reduce the heterogeneity of study populations and sites.
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